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Abstract: Refugee youth resettled in the United States experience two main barriers to long-term
participation in STEM fields: (a) access to STEM skills and knowledge which is impacted by relocation
and interrupted schooling, and (b) access to crafting positive learner identities in STEM as multi-
lingual, multicultural, and multiracial youth. In this paper, we share a model for engaging refugee
teens in cosmic ray research through constructing scintillator cosmic ray detectors, creating digital
stories about cosmic rays, and hosting family and community science events where students share
their learning with their families. This context serves as the site for ongoing ethnography exploring
how refugee-background teens construct STEM-related identities and identifying supportive and
unsupportive instructional practices. This paper summarizes the key program details and findings
to date.

Keywords: STEM identity; informal science education; refugee; cosmic rays; particle physics

1. Introduction

Youth with refugee backgrounds account for approximately 6% of the U.S. K-12 stu-
dent population [1]. For students labeled as refugees, socio-economic status, previous
educational experience, and language learning stress can impact their academic success in
the U.S [2]. Refugee student drop-out-of-school rates are twice as high as those of U.S.-born
students [2,3]. Refugee youth may experience a gap in Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics (STEM) skills and knowledge, and there can be conflict between the identi-
ties, roles, and responsibilities necessary for participation in their families and communities
and those expected for success in STEM settings [4–6]. Because of these identity-based
challenges, building skills and providing exposure to science learning is necessary, but alone
is not sufficient for fostering refugee students’ success in STEM disciplines.

In this paper, we examine the STEM-related identity work of multilingual refugee
youth through a linguistic anthropological framework that examines identities in practice.
We use the terms identity work and identities in practice to draw attention to the dynamic
social and performative aspects of identity and to distinguish from approaches that theorize
identity as being static and internal. Similarly, we use the term STEM-related to highlight
the emic ways in which participants articulate their identities as opposed to STEM identity,
which we view as an etic term. The following research questions guided the design of the
program and continue to guide our ongoing research:

1. How do students craft STEM-related identities across the various relationships, modes
of interaction, and activities afforded by the program?
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2. How, when, and where do students perform discipline-specific identities versus more
general STEM identities?

2. Theoretical Framework: Pathways of Identity Development

We theorize identity as being socially performed through conversation and thus in-
stantiated in and through social interactions that unfold over pathways over time [7,8].
This approach allows the analyst to identify the semiotic resources, including linguistic
practices, which typify identities of expertise in both local and broader societal contexts [9].
We explored how students in the program typified themselves and others as they learned
physics, computing, and film making. We also investigated how students’ social perfor-
mances of their multifaceted identities (e.g., in terms of race, gender, etc.) are entangled
with their processes of becoming in STEM. Within this linguistic ethnographic approach,
metacommentary, or “metapragmatic discourse” [8], offers a window into how participants
articulate and in so doing recreate social types or tropes as ideological cultural artifacts.

3. Methods
3.1. Context

We study students’ STEM identity development by engaging youth in authentic cosmic
ray research. In 1938, Pierre Auger and colleagues [10] were investigating atmospheric
radiation using small particle detectors when they noticed that two detectors spaced some
distance apart tended to detect particles at the same time. The particles seemed to be
arriving in bunches spread out over large areas. Eventually, they realized that a much
higher energy particle was colliding with a molecule in the atmosphere. This primary
“cosmic ray” particle created an air shower (Figure 1) of secondary particles, whereby some
of the particles reached the ground.
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To engage refugee youth in a meaningful physics research experience, we guided them
through the process of building detectors which capture the activity of these secondary
particles, and we mentored them through research projects in which they learned to an-
alyze the data collected using this type of detector. Instructional design is informed by
a culturally sustaining pedagogy [11] approach which focuses on identifying and lever-
aging students’ cultural and linguistic assets for learning. Notably, due to the COVID-19
pandemic, the project began using Zoom with detector construction delayed. Over Zoom,
the students learned about cosmic rays and coding through interactive presentations and
they completed filming exercises to learn specific techniques. In order to create a space
for the students to reflect on their experiences in cosmic ray research, we also engaged
them in completing reflective activities and producing short films, or digital stories, which
“are artistic and analytic demonstrations of how we come to know, name, and interpret
cultural experience” [12], in this case, scientific research. The students experienced these
activities through twice-weekly sessions during the school year (Years 1 and 2) and a 1-week
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intensive summer experience. The program also hosts twice-yearly family and community
events in which students share what they are learning with others. Specific activities for
each of these three activity types are listed in Figures 2 and 3 contains pictures of students
constructing detectors.
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3.2. Participants

Twenty-eight students (mostly 8th–12th grade) participated in the project in Year 1,
with ten students continuing in Year 2 and thirteen new students joining the program.
Students were from the following countries of origin: Nepal, Burma, Uganda, Sudan, South
Sudan, Iraq, Ethiopia, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Bhutan, and Mexico.
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3.3. Data Collection and Analysis

Video and audio recordings of student conversations, photos, field notes from partic-
ipant observation, student artifacts, and semi-structured interviews were collected from
spring 2021 to spring 2023. The emergent findings to date come from several componen-
tial analyses using ethnographic and discourse analytic methods as a means of chipping
away at answering larger research questions. We applied a constant comparative [13]
process which meant applying a recursive, reflexive process to identify patterns across
data sources. This included both thematic content analysis and a linguistic anthropological
approach to discourse analysis [8]. Applying these methods, we analyzed who students are
becoming and how (through what linguistic practices) they construct a local persona within
our program.

4. Findings and Implications

The preliminary analysis of students’ conversations and interviews indicates that the
program activities conducted through the strand of digital storytelling (which included
reflective tasks) created a space for students to explicitly share and discuss aspects of their
racial and linguistic identities, while also discussing their science and mathematics learning
experiences. We believe that offering students these opportunities to grapple with and
express their multifaceted identities in the context of a physics-focused afterschool program
created a positive means for their racial and linguistic identities to become productively
stitched with their STEM-related identities. By discussing their challenges with science
learning in school, which included experiences of racism and decontextualized instruction
prioritizing rote learning, the students found a place to receive validation and engage in
more meaningful science education. In addition, for students who experienced success
and joy in learning science in school and in other informal STEM learning environments,
the reflective activities also gave them a space to discuss and receive validation for these
experiences. Relatedly, the findings also suggest the importance of relationship building
between the instructors and students to disrupt traditional power hierarchies and create a
learning environment that supports students’ agency in weaving youth culture into our
program activities. We saw this in two primary areas: (a) student-generated digital stories
which included playful stylistic choices reflecting an informal vlog style, and (b) support for
the youth’s engagement in play while constructing and decorating the cosmic ray detectors.

These findings have implications for other research teams aiming to engage “under-
represented” students in STEM learning. Namely, access to status quo science learning
opportunities is not sufficient to engage linguistically, culturally, and racially diverse stu-
dents whose needs are often not met in traditional schooling. To engage such learners
in science learning, scientists and science instructors must be open to reimagining what
might count as relevant disciplinary practices to include reshaping the social contexts of
scientific research. This may include reshaping the power dynamics between scientists
and students by engaging in age-appropriate playful practices directed by students, and
relationship building.
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